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Mrs. Ramirez’s Syllabus >>>
Teacher: Mrs. Ramirez
Email: mramir50@neisd.net
Phone: (210) 356-3200
Fax: (210) 491-6467
Class Location: 1019
Website:http:

Driscoll Middle School

17150 Jones Maltsberger Street,

Reading 7
Please vist our classroom website

Dear Students, welcome
to 7th& 8th grade:
Reading Workshop!
Welcome to SSI Reading and
Writing Workshop! I am looking
forward to working with you this
school year. Please read the
following policies and procedures
carefully, so that we will have the
best year together.
Goal for my students: My goal
for you is to become responsible,
reflective and active participants in
the process of learning. As a
result, you will develop a
knowledge that will enable you to
challenge your personal growth,
become self-directed, selfconfident, lifelong learners, and
well-prepared for high school and
beyond.

San Antonio, Tx
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Course Description:

This Reading and Writing Workshop
emphasizes…

This class is designed for growth to foster independent reading and
writing skills. Students will read self-selected books and discuss a
wide variety of literature and write frequently for a variety of
purposes.
You will be exposed to a variety
My goal is to provide you with
of literary genres to grow your
opportunities to grow as
skills of comprehension and
observant readers, active
analysis of a piece of text. You
listeners, critical thinkers, and
will practice fluency, reading
effective writers; some of the key
independently for a sustained
skills you will need in high
period of time, and creating
school, college, and in every
reader’s responses. You will also
career.
practice and compose short
writings such as narrative,
**Please visit our
descriptive, expository, and
argumentative.
classroom website
A great emphasis will be placed
for more
on using textual evidence from
information on
paired passages to compose a
piece of writing. You will
upcoming
continue to increase your
assignments, links
vocabulary in order to
communicate effectively.
for extra
resources, and
login information!

set the stage >>>

Learning Outcomes:
By the end of this course, students should have an expanded vocabulary as
well as an increase in reading comprehension and writing skills.
Students will be able to:
 summarize a reading passage.
 identify stated and inferred main ideas and character traits.
 describe an author’s overall purpose and theme.
 identify major and minor supporting details.
 understand relationships between people and ideas across genres.
 use context to determine the appropriate meaning of words and
phrases.
 draw generalizations and conclusions about people and ideas.
 make connections between the text, themselves and the world.
 create organized, unified, coherent writing samples in various genres.
**STAAR passages are not the focus during SSI instruction. This class is
about providing intervention, and building the reader and writer.
Student attitude and effort is the key to their success!

3. (2) Compostion Notebooks (any color or design)

4. Independent reading book (stays in the classroom)

5. A folder for classroom use

Please bring to
every class!
What Do I Need? >>>

1. Black /Blue Pen or
Pencils!. You will be required to write
daily in your jounals or reader’s
responses.

2. Highlighters (any color)






Your folder will have:
1: fluency chart and weekly passage
2: Reader’s responses/ QCT ( 2 weekly grades)
3: Class Handouts to refer back to during practice skills
(These folders will be kept in the classroom at all times)

6. Google Classroom code:
Students will have class projects to complete on their Student
Google Drive. Each project assignment will be uploaded to
our class drive and graded.

Q:What Types of Ways will I be Graded?
will be graded in a variety of ways
A: You
including formal assessments such as
tests/daily work, authentic assessments using
rubrics for oral presentations, and projects.
You will be encouraged to self-evaluate your
reading and writing skills during small group
and during teacher/student conferences.
-Completed reading skills/fluency will (count once 20%)
-Completed journal writing activities will (count once 20%)
-Book completion and Reader’s Response will (count once 20%)
-Reading and Writing projects will (count twice 20%)

Missing or Late
Assignments…
 For all late work, 20% will be counted off of
final grade earned.
 Late work will not be accepted after 3
weeks from the due date.
 Students are responsible for obtaining their
own late or missing assignments.
 Attend tutoring before school or during
SMART –Mini Mac Peer-Tutoring
 Talk to your teacher- Communication is
ask the experts
key>>>
to improving your grade.

Grading Scale
A+ (97-100)
A (94-96)
A - (90-93)
B+ (87-89)
B (84-86)
B-(80-83)
C+ (77-79)
C (74-76)
C- (70-73)
I (Incomplete)
(any grade below 70
you will need tutoring
before the 9 weeks is
up for a grade change)

Tutorials: Room 1019
Monday: 7:50-8:15
Tuesday: 7:50-8:15
Thursday: 7:50-8:15
Friday tutoring available
by appointment

What If I am Absent?
...
t

Upon returning to school after being absent, be sure to get a pass from the
attendance office. Use a computer or your phone to look at the agenda on
your teacher’s webpage. Many assignments can be done from home using
Google Docs. Get any papers you need from your teacher. You have as many
days as you were absent to complete the missing work.

Mrs. Ramirez’s Schedule:
8:25-9:17
9:21-10:11
10:15-11:05
11:09-11:59
12:03-12:53
12:53-1:23
1:27-1:52
1:56-2:46
2:50-3:40

8th grade
7th grade
8th grade
8th grade
Conference
Lunch
Period 6 Mini Mac
Period 7 Conference
Period 8 8th grade
Period 1
Period 2
Period 3
Period 4
Period 5

Students who arrive
after 8:25 a.m. are
tardy to school and
must report to the
office. ** (see school
handbook for more
information).
Attendance:
Attendance is an
important part of
successfully
completing this
course.

CODE OF CONDUCT
Student Rights and
Responsibilities
** (see school handbook for
more information).
Academic Integrity
** (see school handbook for
more information).

There will be a zero tolerance policy
for any work submitted that is
plagiarized. Plagiarism is a form of
dishonesty that occurs when a person
passes off someone else’s work as
his/her own. These can include
failing to cite an author for his/her
ideas or quotes, cutting and pasting
(or typing) paragraphs from different
websites, and handing in a paper
downloaded from the internet. All
are plagiarism. If you share your
homework/essay/etc. with another
student and he or she plagiarizes it,
you are considered as guilty as the
one who has plagiarizes your work,
since you allowed the plagiarism to
take place.

Class Procedures>>>
1. Come to class daily with
your self-selected book
2. Have something to write
with everyday.
3. Come to class on time.
(I do count tardies.)
4. Cell Phones and other
Electronic devices need to
be off and put away
before entering the
classroom.
*warning first time
* phone will go to the
office if it becomes a
distraction to learning

Final Thought…
I am excited to have you in
my class this year. I will work
my hardest to be the best
teacher I can be for you.
Whenever the reading and
writing gets difficult for you,
clear your mind of can’t. You
CAN do this.
Work hard, ask questions,
and never be afraid to try.
We can always learn from
our mistakes.
I can’t wait to see you
succeed this year.

